Marine Battery Terminals

Marine Battery Terminals provide the threaded post needed to connect ring terminated cables to standard top mount dual post batteries for marine applications or other special uses.

Terminals are supplied with wing nuts to allow cables to be easily attached or removed without tools, and for quick connection of accessories requiring power.

- Polarity stamped
- 3/8” threaded positive stud
- 5/16” threaded negative stud
- 5/16” threaded universal stud

Marine terminals shown approximately actual size

Battery Bolts, Stud Nuts, and Post Converters

- CB-114-LP 1 1/4" 5/16-18 Lead Plated Clamp Bolt
- CB-112-LP 1 1/2" 5/16-18 Lead Plated Clamp Bolt
- CB-114 1 1/4" 5/16-18 Zinc Plated Clamp Bolt
- CB-112 1 1/2" 5/16-18 Zinc Plated Clamp Bolt
- SN-R Red Plastic Stud Nut
- SN-SS Stainless Steel Stud Nut
- SN-B Black Plastic Stud Nut
- SN-SP Lead Stud to Post Converter, Positive and Negative Set
- SMB 1.340" Zinc-plated Steel OEM Bolt
- SMB-L 1.695" Zinc-plated Steel OEM Long Bolt
- SMB-A 1.455" 3/8" Brass Accessory Bolt
- SMB-A2 1.250" Small Brass Terminal Bolt
- SMB-A3 1.590" Brass Terminal Bolt
- SMB-A6 1.735" Brass Bolt Extender
- SMB-A7 1.835" Brass Bolt Extender
- SMB-L 1.525" 3/8"-16 Adaptor Nut
- SMB-L 1.625" 1/4-20 Adaptor Nut
- SMB-A4 0.991" GM Adapter For use with SMB-A3
- STC912 1.525" Brass Stud Assembly
- 6025 1.625" 1/4-20 Adaptor Nut
- CB-TBB 2.222" Threaded Brass Clamp Bolt
- CB-TMBB 1.10" 3/8-16 Small Brass Top Mount Clamp Bolt

Marine terminals shown approximately actual size
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